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A butterfly that has hatched out of a chrysalis.

Butterflies have four stages: didn’t each
stage have to work together first time?
If not - how did they grow up enough
to produce more butterflies?
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The Truly Amazing
Umbilical Cord

A baby at 12 weeks after conception.

Didn’t the umbilical cord
have to be whole first time?
If not, how did the baby live?
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Didn’t the cord and other parts of the
womb have to work together first time?
More discussion starters
Section 1 - Babies
5 Sheep and lambs 6 Clotting jelly
7 Milk glands 8 Blood goes to lung vessels
9 Birth 10 Natural selection and mutations.
The * refers to references on pages 68.
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T

The cord is hanging over the lamb’s back soon after birth.

Mum’s body keeps the baby’s body alive.
The umbilical cord takes food, oxygen
and material to fight disease
from the mother to child.
Waste is taken away.
Humans have one tube taking food along the cord.
Sheep have two tubes taking food along the cord.
Both have only one tube to take waste away.
Unless each cord was whole first time
how could a baby be born?
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A miracle stops the
baby bleeding to death.
A clotting jelly has already been
prepared in the umbilical cord.
At birth this Wharton’s jelly clots the blood
each side of the broken part of the cord
so the baby does not bleed and die.
Didn’t it have to work first time?
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The placenta:
Food and air in the mother’s blood go
through her placenta into the baby’s
blood and down the umbilical cord.

The milk glands:

Unless milk was there in the first mother,
and the first baby knew how to suckle,
wouldn’t the baby have died?
Cheek muscles and milk glands had
to be already there to work first time.
Whale babies have a special mouth so that
they do not drink salt water with their milk.
Didn’t this also have to be ready first time?
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At birth the heart sends blood to the lung vessels.
Babies in the womb get their oxygen from Mum.
At birth babies have to breathe by themselves.
Extra blood has to be diverted to their lungs.
Parts had been pre-set to inflate or close down.
This had to happen within minutes of the first
birth - so how could it have slowly evolved?
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The miracle of birth:
Mum’s muscles had to push first time.
The water-sac had to be broken first time.
Mum had to clean the baby’s face first time.
If any water is inhaled the baby would drown.
The umbilical cord had to break for the first time.
Blood each side of the cut cord had to clot first time.
The heart had to send blood to lung tubes first time.

A puppy coming
out of the birth canal.

Lungs had to inflate on their own the first time.
Breathing in and out had to work the first time.
Milk in the mother had to be there the first time.
A baby had to know how to suckle the first time.
Mum had to protect the baby the first time.
It all had to happen together first time.
So how could it have slowly evolved?
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There is change in the next generation
of a family group,

but one group has not
been seen to change into another group.

Young are different to their parents
but it is a re-mix of the genetic
information that is already there.
Natural selection can only destroy the weak
by killing, hunger, bad weather or disease.
Neither natural selection nor mutations
have information for anything new.
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There is no half-way
stage between different
breeding methods.

More discussion starters
Section 2 - Breeding
12 Bacteria 13 Fish
14 Frogs 15 Reptiles
16 Birds 17 Butterflies
18 Insects 19 Damselflies
20 Insect eggs 21 Pouches
22 No cross-fertilisation
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Ducklings hatch out of shells

Bacteria do not turn into anything else.
Bacteria divide and remain bacteria.*
Some divide every half hour, so millions
of generations have been watched in
laboratories, and despite mutations,
none have been seen to change
into another creature.
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Male fish
drop seeds
and female
fish drop
eggs into
the water.
These join
and grow
into fish.
In other
creatures
the seeds
and eggs
usually
meet
inside the
mother.
There is no in-between stage.
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Tree Frog

Toads

There is no half-way stage between fish eggs being
fertilised in water, and frog eggs being fertilised
when the father clasps the mother’s back.
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Frog eggs grow into tadpoles
before becoming frogs.
Most reptiles
grow in a
shell and
become
reptiles
straight
away.

There is no half evolved shell.
All shells have pore-holes for air
and two separate membrane linings.
There is a yolk for food, an air-sac and
a sac for waste, as well as the baby.
If these were not ready inside the
first shell wouldn’t the baby die?
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The knobs on the beak help break open the shell from the inside. Later they fall off.

Birds’ eggs are different to reptiles’ eggs.
Birds’ are warm - reptiles’ are cold.
Usually both parents build a nest.
The mother lays her eggs and sits
on them to keep them warm.
Didn’t she have sit first time
so the chicks wouldn’t die?
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See clip on butterflies on
www.thewonderofcreation.org.uk

Butterflies have four distinct stages egg, caterpillar, chrysalis, butterfly.
Two eggs cannot make a new butterfly.
Two caterpillars cannot make a butterfly.
Two cocoons cannot make a new butterfly.
Caterpillars have no reproductive parts so the
first butterflies had be adult straight away.
If not, how could they have had young?
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Spiders shed their outer skin,
having two or three more
skins as they grow.

Different insects
have different sets
of growth stages.
Insect grubs have no
reproductive organs
so cannot reproduce.
Didn’t each separate
first insect have to
be adult first time?
If not - how could they have had young?

Ladybirds have an egg, grub,
chrysalis and adult stage.
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Damselflies
have a unique
courting system.

Damselfly larvae
live and breathe
in water. They
grow, then climb a
stalk, breathe air,
and hatch a new
body with wings.

“The Wheel” or “Heart Shape”.
Seed is moved from Dad’s tail to near his chest.
He holds the female’s head with his claspers.
She brings her tail down for them to join.
They fly like this or rest on a reed.
There is nothing similar from which
this pairing method could have evolved.
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Stag beetle
larvae take
3-7 years to grow.

Centipedes have 2 legs on each side of each body segment.
Millipedes have 4 legs on each side of each body segment.

Insects lay eggs in different places: - beetles on to
earth, grasshoppers into holes, butterflies on to
leaves, dragonflies into water, centipedes into
a pile of mud, and a queen bee into an
already prepared six-sided wax cone.
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Different mammals have different birth plans.
Some babies crawl from the birth-canal into a
pouch which opens at the top on a kangaroo,
and at the bottom on a koala bear.
Mother kangaroos have different
strengths of milk for the baby in the
pouch and the youngster on the ground.
Their placentas are different to other mammals.
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Elephant udders are
between their front legs,
those of horses and
cows are between
their back legs,
and those of pigs
and dogs are
along the middle.

If one way worked, why change?
Zona Pelucida:
This is a protective membrane barrier
around every sort of female egg.
It stops inter-breeding between
different animal groups.
If it fails, the line becomes sterile.
It used to be called “The Genesis Barrier”.
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More discussion starters

Didn’t each set of parents
have to match first time?
Section 3 - Parents
24 Parenthood 25 Male and female 26 Getting ready
27 Pregnancy 28 Frog stages 29 Double gender
30 Backboned embryos 31 Other embryos
32 The chicken or the egg? 33 Swallows’ nests
34 Coral 35 Male and female babies.
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The miracle of parenthood!
What sparked that first new life?
The conditions had to be exactly right.
Only two adults could have given new life.
Why “evolve” male and female before
knowing if they could cause birth?
Unless the first father and mother
had been grown up, different,
and had matched first time,
how could there be young?
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Which came first - male or female?
An evolving gender could not reproduce.
Each had to be whole before either works.
When a seed joins an egg each part has
to exactly zip with the opposite bit.
Each different part had to precisely match.*
Like a jig-saw, the opposite parts had to fit.
For one to evolve without the other is pointless.
Each needed the other before either works.
How could one on its own be any use?
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“Chicha” had
puppies when
she was nearly
three.
All her insides
had to be ready
and prepared.
Different breeds
become fertile
over different lengths of time some every five months - others every nine.

The nearest puppy shows the remains
of the umbilical cord.
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The miracle of pregnancy!
Puppies grow with half of each parent’s genes.
In Chicha’s womb they are snug inside a sac.
Unless the first sacs had been whole
wouldn’t the puppies have died?

A puppy still in the membrane sac.

The pre-planned maternal instinct.
Mother dogs like quiet places to have
their pups. Once born, Chicha licked
them clean and bit the cords in two.
Without being told, she knew what to do.
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Each frog stage
had to work together
first time - if not no more frogs.

Frogs lay eggs which grow into
tadpoles which grow into frogs.
Tadpoles have no reproductive parts.
Unless the frogs had been already adult
in the first generation, how could
they have produced more frogs?
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Double-gender creatures.
Some creatures, like worms and snails, have
male and female parts in the same body.
This means that they still have to mate
and then they both have to lay eggs.
Isn’t having two genders more
complicated than having one?
Didn’t this system also have
to work first time?
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Embryos with a back bone
grow in a different way to
those without a backbone.*
Embryos with a back bone
develop their waste-tube before their mouth.
Those without a backbone develop their
mouth before their waste tube.
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Embryos with a back bone
grow eyes from the brain
towards the skin.
Embryos without a back bone
grow eyes from the skin
towards the brain.

Embryos with a backbone have
their spinal cord lying at the top of their body.
Embryos without a backbone have their nerve
trunk lying at the bottom of their body.
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Which came first the chicken or the egg?
The chicken!

Chicks by
themselves
would die.
They need
food, water
and warmth.
32

Didn’t the first swallow’s
nest have to be whole?

Swallows build nests from mud and spit.
They know the wetness of earth that they need.
Sometimes they need a puddle for extra wetness.
Unless the nest was complete first time wouldn’t
the eggs have fallen and smashed on the ground?
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What precision!
Coral seeds and eggs meet in the sea.
Some male corals spray seeds and females
lay eggs into the sea on the same day
once a year, when the moon is full.
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Didn’t both complete male and complete
female babies have to be born
in the second generation?
If not, how did life go on?
If such a basic thing as having
young had to work the first time,
don’t we have to admit that each first set
of parents had to be adult straigh away?
35

More discussion starters

Section 4 - Breathing
Airways had to exist
before breathing
could even begin.
37 Air-tubes
38 Plant breathing
39 Different breathing
40 Fish breathing
41 Frog breathing

42 Insect breathing
43 Bird breathing
44 Reptile breathing
45 Mammal diaphragm
46 and 47 Dating calculations.
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How could
lungs make
themselves?
How could
something
that does not
breathe begin
to breathe by itself?

Scientists cannot make life from nothing.
Even if scientists say they produce life, they
cannot make the materials to make it with.
They did not make their own brains either.
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Animal and plant breathing work in opposite ways.
Plants absorb carbon dioxide and give out oxygen.
Animals absorb oxygen and give out carbon.
How could one way turn into the other way?

The breathing pores on a land plant are under
the leaf so that they do not drown in the rain.
The pores on a water plant are on top of the
leaf so that they do not flood in the pond.
Leaves are shaped so the rain drains off.
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Different ways of breathing.

Birds have air-sacs and straight-through lungs.
Reptiles and mammals have in-and-out lungs.
Mammals uniquely also have a diaphragm.
Fish breathe through gills in water.
Whales have blow-holes for air.
Most bacteria breathe through their outer wall.
Dragonfly nymphs breathe through their anus.
A snail’s air-hole is on the side of their body.
Damselfly nymphs have gills on their tails.
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Fish breathe in one direction
through their gills not in and out.

They absorb oxygen by gulping water
and closing their lips, the throat closes,
the floor of the mouth rises and water is
pushed out over blood vessels in their gills.
The mouth floor lowers before the next gulp.
Fish lungs could not have evolved in a fish
in water as they would have drowned.
40

This photo shows frog
spawn laid in a clump,
and toad’s eggs laid in
strings round weeds.

.

Frogs breathe in four ways.
Frog-spawn breathe through membranes.
Tadpoles breathe in water through gills.
Frogs breathe in air through skin and lungs.
Unless these worked together first time how did
frog-spawn grow up enough to breed more frogs?
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Insects have no lungs.
They
have
muscles
that
tighten
to push
air
out and
relax
to let
air in.
Tiny
hairs
keep the
dust out.
Tubes
take air
around
the body.
Some insects have air-sacs as well as tubes.
The extra oxygen helps them to leap up high.
Their leap is like us jumping over a bus.
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Birds are the only creature with
jointed ribs so the chest
can expand in flight.

Bird breath flows through
open-ended lung tubes to air
sacs near the neck, wings and tail.
These are useless unless complete.
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Reptiles have no air sacs.
Their lungs have closed tube ends.
How could these turn into open tubes?

Most reptile, mammal and bird
lungs are moved by muscles in the chest.
A frog’s are moved by muscles near the mouth.
A crocodile’s are moved by muscles near the liver.
Didn’t each different set of muscles have to be
fixed in place, and able to pull in both
directions, the very first time?
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Mammals have a diaphragm other creatures do not.

The diaphragm
grows in the neck
of the baby in
the womb and
moves down as
the baby grows.
Unless it was complete it would
cause a hernia and make it difficult
to breathe so how could it have evolved.*
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Amber is fossilized sap from trees.

We all need oxygen to breathe.
Evolutionary dating calculations are often
falsely based on the assumption that oxygen
levels have always roughly been the same.
But levels of oxygen found in fossil amber
bubbles were higher then than it is now.*
This could upset the dating calculations.
Most fossilized creatures looked the
same then as they look now
so they have not evolved.
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Fossilised trees stand across many layers of rock.
The layers must have got there in the life
time of the tree so the layering could
not have taken millions of years.*
The trees are in sedimentary rock
which means it was pushed there by water.
Couldn’t the layers of mud have been swept into
place by the raging waters, the land upheavals and
the under-water volcanoes of Noah’s Flood?
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Why one creature
cannot turn into
another creature.

More discussion starters
Section 5 - No change between groups
49 Why fish eyes could not turn into frog eyes
50 The lateral line
51 Fish ear stones
52 Why frogs could not turn into reptiles
53 Why reptiles could not turn into birds
54 More bird differences
55 Bird chicks need feeding - reptile babies do not
56 Why reptiles could not turn into mammals
57 Why apes could not turn into people.
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A fish eye could not turn into a frog’s eye.
Bony fish do not have tears or eyelids - frogs do.
If fish really came on to land, their eyes would
have dried out before their tear-ducts and
eyelids could have had time to evolve,
and they would have become blind.
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The Lateral line

Unlike other creatures most fish have a
tube along the side of their body alerting
them to water disturbance outside.
This means they do not collide.
It is like a tube filled with jelly with
nerve pulses going to the brain.

Some fish have a swim bladder
full of air to help keep them afloat.
Unless it was complete first time it
would leak so could not have evolved.
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Each fish group is distinct and different.
Instead of ears fish have chambers with stones.
Each sort of fish has different shaped stones.
Experts can name fish by this stone alone.
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Why a frog could
not turn into a reptile.

Frogs have one set
of reproductive parts.
Reptiles have another set.
Didn’t each set have
to be different, complete
and match first time?

Frogs have wet skins reptiles have scales.
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Why a reptile could not
turn into a bird.

Unlike reptiles, birds have:
feathers, beaks, jointed ribs, hollow
bones, open-ended lung tubes, air-sacs,
gizzards, crops, preening oil and special
chest bones that hold muscles for their wings.
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Unlike reptiles - birds have no bladder.
Their wee is mixed with their poo.*
Some birds have a voice-box for song.
Others re-gurgitate food for their chicks.
Others bring up pellets of undigested food.
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Most birds build nests - Mum nearly
starves as she will not leave her eggs.
Most chicks are fed - reptile babies are not.
Feeding is exhausting for Mum and Dad.
Why bother to “evolve” this when
reptile babies feed themselves?
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Why a reptile could not turn into a mammal.
Mammal mothers have a diaphragm, a womb,
milk glands and udders - reptiles do not.
Mammals have four chambers
to their heart - reptiles have three.
Mammals have two joints between their
skull and top spine bone - reptiles have one.
Mammal legs are under the body reptile’s are at the side.
Mammal wee is urea - reptile’s is uric acid.
Mammal babies drink milk - reptile’s eat food.
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Why an ape could not turn into a person.
Ape to human transplants do not work.
Human and ape cells fight each other.

Ape reproduction is different to people.*
Male apes have a bone that men do not have.
If a mother ape had stood up to walk
she would have needed bigger pelvic
muscles to develop before any baby
was born so it did not fall out.
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Section 6 - Design
59 Plants and seeds

Discussion starters

60 Wings and feathers
61 Flight
62 A chrysalis
63 New Life
64 Giraffe
65 Body design

66 Pleasing the other
67 Long marriage
68 References
69 Credits
70 - 71 Scripture.

In some things:

None of it works
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until all of it works.
The seed had to be complete
before its plant could grow.
The plant had to be complete
before its seed could grow.

Didn’t both seed
and plant have
to be complete
first time?

Plants and animals are not related.
Creatures have blood - plants do not.
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Plants have roots - creatures do not.

Wings and feathers
had to be whole before flight.
Feathers need each strand hooked to
the next strand before the bird can fly.
Most birds have oil that comes from glands
near their tail to help keep their feathers trim.
Pigeons have a powder instead of oil and
60

some re-gurgitate milk for their chicks.

Flight feathers join the wing
bone and have nerves to the brain
so feathers can be individually controlled.

Didn’t all the genetic controls have
to be set in place before the muscles,
nerves, chest bone, shoulder joint
and feathers could have worked
together for lift in flight?
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How could this
turn into that?
In the chrysalis there
is a miracle change.
The grub spins a silk pad
attaching itself to a twig.
Hanging upside down it
wriggles out of its skin.
Inside is a soft chrysalis
case which becomes hard.
The caterpillar inside breaks down to a goo it re-assembles and out comes something new!
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What had one body now has three parts.
What crawled on a plant now has wings to fly.
What had small suction pads now has jointed legs.
What munched leaves now sips nectar from flowers.
What had no gender now can be a Mum or Dad.
What had appeared to look dead is now alive.
63

What was on earth now flies in the sky!

Giraffe are the only land animal normally born tail
first so they do not hit their head on the ground.
Whales are the only sea animal born tail first.
Giraffe have special valves in their neck so when
they bend blood does not rush to their head.
A half made valve would not work so
didn’t it have to be complete first time?
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Body Design

DNA information

If they were stretched
out, you would
have millions of
miles of DNA in
your body.
You have thousands
of miles of blood
vessels in
your body.
You have
millions of
red blood cells
made every
second.*

Blood vessels

Blood cells

65

The female kingfisher only accepts a fish once the nest
is complete as only then are they ready to mate.

Our bodies are designed
to please our husband or wife.
Each is designed for the other.
We are meant to fit in with
each other and not be the same.
By waiting to join together in
marriage we have a more special
unopened present to give each other.
66

Growing old in marriage.

Married love is a secret no one else can share.
Two people becoming one takes time as two
lives gradually become more entwined.
67

References:
P12 Prof. Alan Linton MSc, PhD, DSc, FRCPath, ARCVS
says:
“For 150 years innumerable populations of bacteria have
been cultured in laboratories, but despite possible mutations
which naturally occur, new species of bacteria have never been
observed. Mutations can cause variations in existing species
but do not produce different species.”

P25 The human male sex chromosome is labeled XY
and the female XX. Males have an extra part to all their cells.
Every male cell is different to every female cell.
P30 See Dr V. Sodera’s book: “One small speck to man” p 214.
P46 For oxygen levels in amber see
http//minerals.cr.usgs.gov/gips/na/amber.html.
P47 Fossilized trees are found in many places such as Manchester;
; Yellowstone Park USA; and Gympie, Queensland, Australia.
P54 The ostrich is the only bird with a bladder. Penguins soften fish
for their young. Owls, puffins and kingfishers expel waste pellets.
P57 Male apes have a reproductive bone humans do not have.
P65 see www.fishdontwalk.com.
Further reading: Genesis Ch 1-Ch 2v4, John’s Gospel Ch 1v1-5,
Colossians Ch1 v15-17 and Hebrews Ch 1v 1-3 and v 10.
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Jesus said:

Have you
not read
(in Genesis)
that He who
made them at the beginning
made them male and female…
Matt 19 v 4.
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St Paul said:

To each kind of
seed God gives
its own body.
All flesh is not
the same flesh,
but there is one
kind of flesh of men,
another flesh of animals,
another of fish,
and another of birds.I Corinthians 15 v 39.
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